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Abstract  
This study compared the difference in brain structure in 12 mine disaster survivors with chronic 

post-traumatic stress disorder, 7 cases of improved post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms, and 14 

controls who experienced the same mine disaster but did not suffer post-traumatic stress disorder, us-

ing the voxel-based morphometry method. The correlation between differences in brain structure and 

post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms was also investigated. Results showed that the gray matter 

volume was the highest in the trauma control group, followed by the symptoms-improved group, and 

the lowest in the chronic post-traumatic stress disorder group. Compared with the symptoms-improved 

group, the gray matter volume in the lingual gyrus of the right occipital lobe was reduced in the chronic 

post-traumatic stress disorder group. Compared with the trauma control group, the gray matter volume 

in the right middle occipital gyrus and left middle frontal gyrus was reduced in the symptoms-improved 

group. Compared with the trauma control group, the gray matter volume in the left superior parietal lo-

bule and right superior frontal gyrus was reduced in the chronic post-traumatic stress disorder group. 

The gray matter volume in the left superior parietal lobule was significantly positively correlated with the 

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory subscale score in the symptoms-improved group and chronic 

post-traumatic stress disorder group (r = 0.477, P = 0.039). Our findings indicate that (1) chronic 

post-traumatic stress disorder patients have gray matter structural damage in the prefrontal lobe, occi-

pital lobe, and parietal lobe, (2) after post-traumatic stress, the disorder symptoms are improved and 

gray matter structural damage is reduced, but cannot recover to the trauma-control level, and (3) the 

superior parietal lobule is possibly associated with chronic post-traumatic stress disorder. 

Post-traumatic stress disorder patients exhibit gray matter abnormalities. 

Mine survivors:  

Patients with 

post-traumatic 

stress disorder; 

Patients with 

improved 

post-traumatic 

stress disorder 

symptoms; 

Survivors without 

post-traumatic 

stress disorder. 

Psychological 

evaluation and 

voxel-based 

morphometry 

method. 

 

1. State-Trait Anxiety Inventory- trait 

subscale can be used as the only 

prediction factor for Clinical 

Administrated Post-traumatic 

Stress Disorder Scale. 

2. Patients with post-traumatic 

stress disorder present decreased 

gray matter volume. The gray 

matter volume was lower in 

patients with post-traumatic stress 

disorder, increased in patients with 

improved post-traumatic stress 

disorder symptoms, and the 

highest in traumatic control group.  

3. Superior parietal lobule is closely 

associated with chronization of 

post-traumatic stress disorder. 

1. Individuals experiencing great 

psychic trauma and developing 

anxiety may be more prevalent for 

post-traumatic stress disorder. 

2. The volume of cerebral gray 

matter in patients with 

post-traumatic stress disorder is 

negatively correlated with the 

severity of post-traumatic stress 

disorder symptoms. 

3. Changes in superior parietal 

lobule gray matter are evidence, 

which may predict the chronic 

post-traumatic stress disorder. Full 

attention should be paid on clinics, 

to early prevent and treat 

post-traumatic stress disorder. 

rohinipc
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INTRODUCTION 

    

What kinds of psychological trauma occur 

when humans experience huge disasters? Is 

the psychological trauma associated with 

changes in brain structure? Can brain struc-

tural damage alter as symptoms improve? 

Which neuroimaging technology can assist 

the diagnosis? 

 

Wars, earthquakes, major traffic accidents, 

and terrorist attacks may bring about pro-

found spiritual pains, and even cause ex-

treme fear and helplessness for people that 

have experienced or witnessed these un-

usual threats or disasters. This persistent 

and constant mental disorder caused by 

psychological trauma is termed post- trau-

matic stress disorder (PTSD). PTSD is cha-

racterized by re-experiencing, avoidance, 

and high vigilance symptoms
[1-2]

. There is 

increasing interest in PTSD due to its high 

incidence and serious consequences. In the 

United States, the PTSD lifetime prevalence 

rate is 7.8%, with females showing higher 

prevalence (10.4%) than males (5%)
[3]

. 

PTSD may lead to severe social dysfunction, 

and at least 1/3 of affected patients lose their 

working and living ability
[4]

. PTSD patients 

are at high risk for suicide
[5]

, which is six 

times higher than the normal population
[6]

. 

Therefore, the mechanisms underlying 

PTSD are a hot topic in psychiatry research.  

 

The advent of brain imaging technology 

raises the possibility of studying the brain 

mechanisms of PTSD in vivo. Currently, 

brain imaging studies can be roughly divided 

into functional imaging and structural imag-

ing
[7]

. Existing studies examining PTSD brain 

structures have focused on the hippocampus, 

prefrontal cortex, amygdala, temporal lobe, 

anterior cingulate cortex, and other brain 

areas
[8]

. Using magnetic resonance tech-

nology, Bremner et al 
[9]

 found that the right 

hippocampus volume decreased by 8% in 

Vietnam veterans with PTSD, which was 

correlated with deficits in verbal declarative 

memory. Patients with PTSD after a motor-

cycle accident were also reported to have 

decreased thickness of the triangular area in 

the left medial frontal lobe and left inferior 

frontal gyrus, and reduced thickness in the 

right superior temporal gyrus cortex
[10]

. Fur-

thermore, compared with normal miners, 

PTSD patients who experienced a mine 

disaster presented cortical thinning in the 

right inferior temporal gyrus, and the cortical 

thickness was negatively correlated with 

Clinical Administrated PTSD Scale scores
[11]

. 

The gray matter volume in the bilateral su-

perior and interior frontal lobe, as well as the 

right anterior cingulate, in PTSD patients 

had a negative correlation with Clinical Ad-

ministrate PTSD Scale scores
[12]

. Lyoo     

et al 
[13]

 also found that PTSD rehabilitee 

patients exhibited increased dorsolateral 

prefrontal cortical thickness at 1.42 years 

after a subway accident in South Korea, and 

cortical thickness was highly correlated with 

the decrease of PTSD symptoms. Diffusion 

tensor imaging, another method for as-

sessing brain structure, also revealed that 

the fractional anisotropy value of the left 

superior frontal gyrus was higher in PTSD 

patients than healthy controls
[14]

. Further-

more, in PTSD patients who had expe-

rienced the Vietnam and Persian Gulf wars, 

the size and thickness of the parahippo-

campal gyrus, superior temporal cortex, 

lateral orbitofrontal cortex, and inferior fron-

tal orbital cortex were reduced
[15]

. Addition-

ally, the bilateral superior, bilateral middle 

and left inferior frontal gyrus, and left supe-

rior temporal gyrus were thinner
[16]

. Rauch et 

al 
[17]

 further demonstrated that PTSD fe-

male patients had a significantly lower ante-

rior cingulate cortex volume than female 

controls who experienced trauma but did not 

suffer from PTSD. Similar findings have 

been reported in other studies
[18-19]

. Overall, 
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these data indicate that PTSD brain structure results are 

not consistent, although a recent meta-analysis of PTSD 

whole-brain structure supports that the PTSD is highly 

correlated with the reduction of gray matter volume in the 

anterior cingulate, prefrontal cortex, left temporal pole/ 

middle temporal gyrus, and left hippocampus
[20]

. There-

fore, brain structural damage is definitely detectable in 

PTSD patients.   

 

The imaging performance of PTSD patients has been 

frequently reported during follow-ups
[21-23]

. Hakamata   

et al 
[22]

 performed a longitudinal follow-up study on 

changes in brain structure of cancer-related PTSD pa-

tients, and reported that the right orbitofrontal cortex gray 

matter volume in patients was significantly lower than the 

trauma control and healthy control groups, while the 

PTSD diagnosis had no interaction with the determina-

tion time of right orbitofrontal cortex gray matter volume. 

As cancer-related PTSD progresses, it is hypothesized 

that orbitofrontal cortex gray matter volume remains un-

changed. De Bellis et al 
[21]

 found no changes in temporal 

lobe, amygdala, or hippocampus volume between ado-

lescent children with abuse-caused PTSD and healthy 

controls during a 2-year follow-up; these negative results 

may be explained by the small sample size. The hippo-

campal volume of a PTSD candidate was also reported 

to remain unchanged at six months after trauma
[23]

. As 

PTSD progresses, brain structure inevitably changes, 

however, no PTSD symptoms have been clearly de-

scribed in previous PTSD imaging studies.  

 

Understanding the brain areas highly involved in the 

improvement of PTSD symptoms will assist the judgment 

of PTSD patient prognosis. Growing evidence shows that 

PTSD clinical symptoms were improved after       

treatment
[24-25]

. For example, after 6–9 months of psy-

chotherapy, the right subgenual anterior cingulate cortex 

thickness can predict the degree of PTSD symptom im-

provement
[24]

. When memory tasks are performed, the 

activity of the hippocampus and subgenual anterior cin-

gulate cortex reflects the improvement of PTSD symp-

toms, suggesting that the right subgenual anterior cin-

gulate cortex is a neuroimaging indicator for PTSD 

symptom improvement
[25]

. Although the aforementioned 

studies have attempted to explore the potential neuroi-

maging mechanisms of PTSD rehabilitation, they cannot 

eliminate the impacts of treatment (medication and/or 

psychotherapy) on brain structure/function. Only one   

study
[26]

 has examined the brain structure changes of 

PTSD patients during its natural course (without any 

treatment), with a 2-year follow-up on 25 soldiers with 

PTSD and 22 controls. In that study, the degree of brain 

atrophy in PTSD patients was similar to controls. Fur-

thermore, PTSD patients were divided into subgroups of 

improved symptoms and decreased symptoms, with only 

a small portion of the left parietal lobe in the symp-

toms-decreased group exhibiting loss of more nerve 

fibers than the control group, while whole brain atrophy in 

the symptoms-improved group was significantly more 

prevalent compared with the control group, especially in 

the brain stem and frontal and temporal lobe
[26]

. 

 

Voxel-based morphometry is a potential method to in-

vestigate the brain structure factors leading to chronic 

PTSD. With the development of MRI technology and 

computer image processing, the use of voxel in MRI 

analysis of brain structure was first proposed in 1995
[27-28]

, 

which can detect differences in brain gray matter and 

white matter on MRI scanning. In 2000, Ashburner and 

Friston
[29]

 formally introduced the concept of voxel-based 

morphometry, a quantitative method to compare the vo-

lume of brain areas through calculating gray matter, 

white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid, thus accurately 

displaying morphological changes of brain tissue. 

 

Thus, in the present study, we proposed the hypothesis 

that brain structural damage in the symptoms-improved 

group lies between the PTSD patient group and the 

trauma control group. To verify this hypothesis, we in-

vestigated the brain structure of mine disaster survivors 

in the Hunan Province of China with PTSD symp-

toms-improved or persistent within the recent two years, 

and mine disaster survivors without PTSD, using the 

voxel-based morphometry method. 

 

 

RESULTS 

 

Quantitative analysis of participants 

Eighteen patients with chronic PTSD were included in 

this study. Three cases were excluded on survey ac-

cording to the exclusion criteria and seven cases were 

transferred to symptoms-improved group. Thus, five 

PTSD patients were included. Additionally one chronic 

PTSD patient was excluded due to imaging data mirror 

caused by head movement. Finally, 12 cases in the pa-

tient group and 7 cases in the symptoms-improved group 

were included in our analyses. Fourteen miners who also 

experienced the same trauma, but did not suffer from 

PTSD, were included in the trauma control group. 

 

Demographic and psychological assessment 

The baseline data and psychological assessment results 

of all subjects in three groups are shown in Table 1.  
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A logistic regression analysis was conducted taking Clin-

ical Administrated PTSD Scale (CAPS) total score as the 

independent variable, and the age, downhole length of 

service, years of education, STAI-s, and STAI-t as the 

dependent variables. STAI-t was introduced into the re-

gression equation (R = 0.45, R
2
 = 0.216, adjusted R

2
 = 

0.191) and regression model analysis of variance (F = 

8.562, P = 0.006). The STAI-t is regarded as the only 

predictive factor for CAPS total scores. 

 

Radiological changes of PTSD brain structures 

The gray matter volume in the right occipital lingual gyrus 

(Brodmann 18 area) of PTSD patients was decreased 

compared with the symptoms-improved group, and no 

brain areas showed a larger gray matter volume than the 

symptoms-improved group. The gray matter volume in 

the left superior parietal lobule (Brodmann 7 area) and 

the right superior frontal gyrus (Brodmann 8 area) of 

PTSD patients was decreased compared with the trauma 

control group, while no brain areas showed larger gray 

matter volumes than the trauma control group. The gray 

matter volume in the right middle occipital gyrus (Brod-

mann 19 area) and left middle frontal gyrus (Brodmann 

11 area) of the symptoms-improved group was also re-

duced compared with trauma control group, and no brain 

areas showed larger gray matter volumes than the 

trauma control group (Table 2, Figure 1). The gray matter 

volume was the smallest in PTSD patients, followed by 

the symptoms-improved group, but was largest in the 

trauma control group. 

 

Correlation between brain structural damage and 

psychological assessment indicators 

There was no correlation in the left superior parietal lobule, 

the right superior frontal gyrus, and the right lingual gyrus 

with the scale scores (CAPS total scores and STAI-s, 

STAI-t subscale scores) in the PTSD patients (Table 3). In 

the trauma control group, the gray matter volume in the 

right middle occipital gyrus was negatively correlated with 

STAI-t scores (r = –0.669, P = 0.009; Table 3, Figure 2); 

the left superior parietal lobule, the right superior frontal 

gyrus, and the left middle frontal gyrus had no correlation 

with the scale scores (CAPS total score and STAI-s, 

STAI-t subscale scores) (Table 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1  General conditions and psychological assessment results of the post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) group, 
trauma control group, and symptoms-improved group.  

 

 Item PTSD group  Trauma control group Symptoms-improved group  F   P 

Age (year) 37.6±3.7 40.9±5.2 34.9±5.2  4.078 0.027 

Sex (M/F, n) 12/0 14/0 7/0   

Marital status (married/unmarried, n) 12/0 14/0 7/0   

Downhole length of service (year) 12.8±4.3 20.6±6.0 12.1±5.4  9.124 0.001 

Years of education   8.3±2.0  9.1±1.8 8.7±2.1  0.467 0.631 

STAI-s 53.8±7.3 48.4±6.8 56.3±15.1  2.008 0.152 

STAI-t 55.1±6.0 48.8±6.2 52.0±7.3  4.930 0.014 

CAPS_sum  58.1±21.9  20.9±14.9 44.7±25.1 11.583 0.000 

CAPS_B 16.2±8.1  2.9±4.7 11.0±6.6 13.786 0.000 

CAPS_C  22.7±11.3  6.9±7.1 18.4±12.6  7.593 0.002 

CAPS_D 19.3±6.4 11.1±6.3 15.3±6.9  5.247 0.011 

 
M: Male; F: female; STAI-s: State-Trait Anxiety Inventory-state subscale; STAI-t: State-Trait Anxiety Inventory-trait subscale; CAPS: Clinical 

Administrated PTSD Scale; CAPS_B: CAPS Subscale of Re-experience Symptoms; CAPS_C: CAPS Subscale of Avoidance Symptoms; CAPS_D: 

CAPS Subscale of Hypervigilance Symptoms. Pairwise comparisons were performed with one-way analysis of variance and post hoc analysis. 

Measurement data are shown as mean ± SD. There were 12, 14, 7 cases in PTSD, trauma control, symptoms-improved groups, respectively. 

Table 2  Comparison of gray matter volume change in brain areas  
 

  

  L/R Brodmann area Number of voxels Z value 
MNI coordinate (mm) 

X Y Z 

PTSD group < trauma control group              

Superior parietal lobule 

Superior frontal gyrus 

L 

R 

7 

8 

448 

178 

4.27 

3.26 

–30 

  5 

–49 

 26 

63 

55 

Symptoms-improved group < trauma control group         

Middle occipital gyrus 

Middle frontal gyrus 

R 

L 

19 

11 

 78 

282 

3.73 

3.05 

 50 

–36 

–78 

 35 

–14 

–14 

PTSD group < symptoms-improved group         

Occipital lingual gyrus R 18  78 3.58  20 –81 –17 

 
L: Left; R: right; MNI: Montreal Neurological Institute; PTSD: post-traumatic stress disorder. 
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In the symptoms-improved group, the right lingual gyrus, 

the right middle occipital gyrus, and the left middle frontal 

gyrus were not correlated with the scale scores (CAPS 

total score and STAI-s, STAI-t subscale scores; Table 3). 

While the patients group and the symptoms-improved 

group were joined into the PTSD symptoms group for 

correlation analysis between brain areas and psycho-

logical assessment, and the left superior parietal lobule 

gray matter volume was positively correlated with STAI-t 

(r = 0.477, P = 0.039; Figure 2, Table 3). 

Figure 1  Comparison of gray matter volume in brain areas using voxel-based morphometry analysis.  

(a) The left superior parietal lobule (post-traumatic stress disorder patients group < trauma control group); (b) the right superior 
frontal gyrus (post-traumatic stress disorder patients group < trauma control group); (c) the right lingual gyrus (post-traumatic 
stress disorder patients group < symptoms-improved group); (d) the right middle occipital gyrus (symptoms-improved group < 

trauma control group); (e) the left middle frontal gyrus (symptoms-improved group < trauma control group). A: Anterior; P: 
posterior; L: left; R: right. Data were analyzed using one-way analysis of covariance and adjusted with Alphasim. The color bar 
in each image represents the T value, and the higher T values indicate greater differences. 

Table 3  Correlation between gray matter volume changes and psychological assessment in post-traumatic stress disorder 

(PTSD) patients  
 

  CAPS_sum CAPS_B CAPS_C CAPS_D STAI-s STAI-t 

  r P r P r P r P r P r P 

PTSD group 

Left superior parietal lobule 

  

–0.202 

  

0.528 

  

–0.505 

  

0.094 

  

0.008 

  

0.979 

  

–0.067 

  

0.836 

  

0.043 

  

0.895 

  

0.567 

  

0.055 

Right superior frontal gyrus –0.334 0.289 –0.184 0.568  0.359 0.252 –0.275 0.387  0.575  0.817 –0.472 0.121 

Right lingual gyrus  0.035 0.913  0.096 0.767 –0.010 0.976 0.016 0.960  0.150  0.642 –0.327 0.299 

Trauma control group  

Right middle occipital gyrus 

 

–0.197 

 

0.500 

 

–0.284 

 

0.326 

 

 0.061 

 

0.835 

 

–0.324 

 

0.259 

 

–0.502 

 

 0.608 

 

–0.669 

 

0.009 

Left superior parietal lobule  0.379 0.182  0.353 0.216  0.199 0.494 0.410 0.145 –0.253  0.383 –0.467 0.092 

Right superior frontal gyrus  0.095 0.746 –0.160 0.585  0.082 0.780 0.252 0.384 –0.445  0.111 –0.256 0.377 

Left middle frontal gyrus –0.607 0.820 –0.083 0.777 –0.210 0.470 0.139 0.635 –0.313  0.275 –0.364 0.201 

 
Using Pearson correlation analysis. CAPS_sum: Clinical Administrated PTSD Scale total score; CAPS_B: CAPS Subscale of Re-experience 

Symptoms; CAPS_C: CAPS Subscale of Avoidance Symptoms; CAPS_D: CAPS Subscale of Hypervigilance Symptoms; STAI-s: State-Trait 

Anxiety Inventory-state subscale; STAI-t: State-Trait Anxiety Inventory-trait subscale. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

PTSD is accompanied by advanced neurological im-

pairment and abnormalities in cerebral blood flow and 

metabolism
[7]

. PTSD patients present brain gray matter 

and white matter abnormalities, which are the basis for 

functional abnormalities. Using the voxel-based mor-

phometry method, MRI examination found that the gray 

matter volume in the superior parietal lobule, frontal lobe, 

and occipital lobe of PTSD patients was reduced, sug-

gesting that gray matter abnormalities are present in 

PTSD patients. 

Previous structural imaging studies found that the vo-

lumes of the bilateral orbitofrontal cortex, left rostral 

middle frontal lobe
[30]

, and the prefrontal cortex, hippo-

campus, and lingual gyrus volume were decreased
[31]

 in 

adult PTSD patients compared with a trauma control 

group. Chronic PTSD patients present thinner prefrontal 

cortex
[32]

 and a decline in the prefrontal lobe volume, 

including the orbitofrontal cortex, compared with normal 

people
[33]

. The whole brain volume and the left ventral 

prefrontal volume were also markedly decreased in 

PTSD symptoms group compared with a normal control 

group
[34]

. Veterans with PTSD show a reduced volume in 

the left occipital lobe gray matter compared with normal 

veterans, and the volume was negatively correlated with 

the severity of PTSD symptoms
[35]

. As for untreated 

PTSD patients who were all drug-naive, had experienced 

traumas during adulthood, and had a single diagnosis of 

PTSD without any other current or lifetime diagnosis, 

whole brain gray matter volume was reduced, especially 

in the frontal and occipital lobe, compared with normal 

controls
[36]

. A reduced volume was also observed in the 

occipital and frontal lobe of female PTSD patients who 

suffered from partner violence
[37]

. Overall, these studies 

support our experimental findings, although we did not 

detect changes in hippocampal volume. 

 

The majority of PTSD symptoms may be improved over 

time, although a small portion of PTSD patients exhibit 

chronic progression and the symptoms cannot be alle-

viated
[38]

. The pathogenesis of chronic PTSD can be 

explained by a strong response to traumatic events such 

that these patients cannot recover
[39]

. Therefore, target-

ing the rehabilitation of PTSD disease and exploring the 

neuropathological mechanisms of PTSD rehabilitation 

are of great clinical significance, which is why we in-

cluded the PTSD symptoms group. 

 

In the present study, gray matter volume in the trauma 

control group was higher than that in the symp-

toms-improved group and the PTSD patients group, 

while the symptoms-improved group was also higher 

than the PTSD patients group. As the PTSD symptoms 

improved, the partial occipital lobe (lingual gyrus) gray 

matter volume began to increase, while the gray matter 

volumes in the left frontal lobe and the right middle occi-

pital gyrus were significantly decreased compared with 

the trauma control group. We speculate that PTSD pa-

tients still exhibited abnormal brain structures, despite an 

improvement in PTSD symptoms, although structural 

brain damage can be reduced, and was lower than 

normal levels. Changes in brain structure may be highly 

involved in the PTSD symptoms. For example, in 15 

Figure 2  Scatter plot for correlation analysis between 
gray matter volume changes and psychological 

assessment in post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) 
patients.  

(A) In the trauma control group, the right middle occipital 
gyrus gray matter volume was negatively correlated with 

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory-trait subscale (STAI-t) scores 
(r = –0.669, P = 0.009). (B) While the PTSD patients group 
and the symptoms-improved group were joined into the 

PTSD symptoms group, the left superior parietal lobule 
gray matter volume was positively correlated with STAI-t  
(r = 0.477, P = 0.039). 

A 

B 
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policemen who experienced trauma, the high 

re-experiencing scores were associated with smaller 

volumes in the amygdala, thalamus, hippocampus, and 

globus pallidus, while the high vigilance and avoidance 

symptoms were not associated with gray matter vo-

lume
[40]

. Furthermore, the higher scores of re-experience 

symptoms were attributed to reduced hippocampal vo-

lume
[41]

. In this study, no correlation between gray matter 

volume and PTSD symptoms was observed, possibly 

due to our relatively small sample size. 

 

Although our experimental findings did not identify the 

brain area associated with key PTSD symptoms, we 

detected a trait anxiety-related brain area, the superior 

parietal lobule, while trait anxiety in this study was re-

garded as the only predictor of CAPS total scores. 

Therefore, the superior parietal lobule was associated 

with PTSD symptoms. A pairwise comparison among the 

PTSD patients group, the symptoms-improved group, 

and the trauma control group revealed that damage to 

the frontal structures was present in both the PTSD pa-

tients group and the symptoms-improved group, while 

changes in the superior parietal lobule volume was visi-

ble in only PTSD patients. Thus, the superior parietal 

lobule may be related to chronic PTSD. 

 

Cardenas et al 
[26]

 found that the parietal lobe was in-

volved in the improvement of PTSD symptoms, although 

the improvement was not evident. Trait anxiety may act 

as a personality trait to predict the severity of PTSD 

symptoms
[42]

, which was consistent with our findings. 

Some authors have also reported that the superior pa-

rietal lobule is associated with the PTSD symptom se-

verity. For example, the volume of the superior parietal 

lobule was negatively correlated with the flashback 

symptoms in PTSD
[43]

. Therefore, we speculate that ab-

normalities in the prefrontal lobe, occipital lobe, and su-

perior parietal lobule structure may participate in the 

neural network mechanism for PTSD. 

 

Some limitations of our study should be noted. (1) This 

study failed to capture brain structural data of subjects on 

the first survey due to technical difficulty. Thus, a longi-

tudinal comparison of brain structures is missing. (2) The 

sample size for brain structure research is relatively 

small. (3) All mine survivors tested were males, so the 

results should be interpreted with caution. 

 

In summary, structural damage occurs in the prefrontal 

lobe, occipital lobe, parietal lobule, and other brain areas 

in patients with PTSD, and the severity of damage may 

reduce as the PTSD symptoms improve. However, brain 

structural damage cannot be restored to normal levels in 

the trauma control group. Further studies with larger sam-

ple sizes or more follow-up data are needed to explore the 

changes in brain structure associated with improvement of 

PTSD symptoms, thus providing further evidence for the 

prevention and treatment of chronic PTSD. 

 

 

SUBJECTS AND METHODS 

 

Design 

A case-control study. 

 

Time and setting 

Experiments were performed from June 2007 to January 

2008 in the Second Xiangya Hospital, Central South 

University, China. 

 

Subjects 

Survivors from a terrible mine accident that occurred at 

Hunan Province of China in June 2005 were selected for 

epidemiological and radiological survey in August 2005 

and April 2006, respectively
[32]

. This study reports the 

results of the third survey. 

 

Inclusion criteria for PTSD patients 

(1) PTSD patients met the criteria in the Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Version IV, issued 

by American Psychiatric Association
[33]

; (2) aged 18–49 

years; (3) males, right-handed; (4) all subjects volun-

teered to participate in this study, were informed of the 

experimental objects, methods, processes, possible 

discomfort and risks, and gave informed consent. 

 

Exclusion criteria for PTSD patients 

(1) Patients with or previous history of severe physical 

or nervous system disease; (2) patients with or previous 

history of drug abuse and dependence, mental retarda-

tion, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and other mental 

illness; (3) first-degree relatives have severe mental or 

nervous system disease; (4) patients with metal    

implants. 

 

Inclusion criteria for control group 

(1) Cases did not meet the criteria in the Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Version IV, and 

received no medication within one month prior to survey; 

(2) aged 18–49 years; (3) males, right-handed; (4) all 

subjects volunteered to participate in this study, were 

informed of experimental objects, methods, processes, 

possible discomfort and risks, and gave informed    

consent. 
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Exclusion criteria for control group 

(1) Cases with or previous history of severe physical or 

nervous system disease; (2) cases with or previous his-

tory of mental disorder according to the Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Version IV; (3) 

first-degree relatives have severe mental or nervous 

system disease; (4) patients with metal implants. 

  

During the first survey in 2005, patients definitely diag-

nosed with PTSD received amitriptyline (25 mg/tablet, 

100 tablets) from our research group as a gift, but they 

cannot recall the accurate period and time of adminis-

tering drugs. In the subsequent follow-ups, subjects re-

fused medication. According to the Treatment Guidelines 

for PTSD Veterans formulated by the United States De-

partment of Veterans Affairs and the Department of De-

fense, the drug treatment effect of PTSD is very limited. 

Furthermore, the drug must be given in the maximum 

dose that can be tolerated, and last for at least 12 weeks. 

For example, the amitriptyline therapeutic dose ranged 

from 150–300 mg per day for 12 successive weeks
[42]

. In 

the present study, the effect of drug treatment can be 

ignored after 2-year follow-up if amitriptyline was given at 

the minimum therapeutic dose (150 mg per day) for    

16 days. Therefore, all the subjects involved in this study 

are considered at the natural course of 2 years. 

 

Methods 

Demographic and psychological assessment 

General information: name, gender, age, education level, 

marital status, downhole length of service, underground 

location when mine disaster occurred, past medical his-

tory, personal history, family history, and presence or 

absence of metal implants and dentures. All information 

were inquired and filled in by the investigators. 

 

Structural Clinical Interview for the Diagnostic and Statis-

tical Manual of Mental Disorders, Version IV, Axis I Dis-

orders
[44]

: the screening was performed by two psy-

chiatrists. The tested survivors were included in the im-

aging data research if they met the diagnostic criteria for 

PTSD and inclusion criteria. 

 

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory consisted of the Instruction 

and two subscales
[45]

. Items 1–20 are State-Trait Anxiety 

Inventory-states, and are used to assess the fear, ten-

sion, anxiety, and neurotic experiences or feelings im-

mediately or within recent period. Items 21–40 are 

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory-traits, and are used to as-

sess regular emotional experience. The subjects chose 

the scores based on their own experiences or feelings. 

The subscale score has a range from 20–80 points, and 

reflects the severity of state or trait anxiety
[35]

; higher 

scores indicate a more severe anxiety condition. The 

accumulated scores of each subscale in State-Trait An-

xiety Inventory were calculated. 

 

The CAPS
[36]

, developed by the U.S. National Research 

Center for PTSD in 1990, can be used to assess PTSD 

symptoms severity through interviews and question-

naires
[46]

. This scale comprises three groups of symp-

toms: re-experience symptoms, avoidance and numbing 

symptoms, and high vigilance symptoms. PTSD can be 

clearly diagnosed upon one item in re-experience 

symptoms, three items in avoidance and numbing 

symptoms, and two items in high vigilance symptoms
[47]

. 

The CAPS total score ranges from 0–136 points in five 

levels: 0–19, asymptomatic/few symptoms; 20–39, mild 

PTSD symptom/minimum (subthreshold); 40–59, mod-

erate PTSD symptom/beginning; 60–79, severe PTSD 

symptom; > 80, extremely severe PTSD symptom. The 

higher scores indicate more severe symptoms
[47]

. 

 

Brain imaging assessment 

MRI data were collected using Signa 1.5 T TwinSpeed 

Magnetic Resonance System (GE, Milwaukee, WI, USA) 

in the MRI Room, Department of Radiology, the Second 

Xiangya Hospital, Central South University, China. The 

subjects were forced to maintain their body stationary in 

the supine position during scanning, and the head was 

fixed in a foam pad. 

 

Three-dimensional scanning parameters: Images were 

collected based on the T1-weighted image using a 

three-dimensional gradient echo imaging sequence. 

Scanning parameters: repetition time = 12 ms, echo time = 

4.2 ms, flip angle 15°, field of view = 24 × 24 cm, matrix = 

512 × 512, slice thickness = 1.8 mm, no intervals. Scan-

ning layer: 172 layers, scanning time: 16 minutes. 

 

Three-dimensional data processing: The brain structure 

data obtained were converted into img format using the 

MRIconvert software (http://lcni.uoregon.edu/~jolinda/ 

MRIConvert/), and processed using voxel-based mor-

phometry software in SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Center for 

Neuroimaging, University College London, UK) on Mat-

lab7.6 (R 2008a), to perform data standardization, seg-

mentation, and smoothing. The resulting images in img 

format were normalized to 1 × 1 × 1 mm voxels, accord-

ing to the standard template in SPM8 software package 

(Montreal Neurological Institute, Canada). The images 

were then divided into segments and each voxel was 

classified into gray matter, white matter, and cerebros-

pinal fluid using segmentation algorithm in cluster analy-
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sis. Finally, the divided images were subject to space 

smoothing with full width at half maximum Gaussian filter 

(8 mm) to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. 

 

Statistical analysis 

Data were analyzed using SPSS 13.0 (SPSS, Chicago, 

IL, USA). Demographic and psychological assessment 

data among three groups were compared using one-way 

analysis of variance and post-hoc test. The predictors of 

the CAPS total scores were analyzed using a logistic 

regression. Image data comparisons were carried out 

with a one-way analysis of variance and post-hoc test to 

compare the difference between two groups. The results 

of analysis of variance were preserved to restrict 

two-sample t-test results. The brain areas with differ-

ences were subject to Alphasim correction. The brain 

areas with significant differences were regarded as the 

region of interest. The signal in the region of interest was 

extracted using REST software (http://resting-fmri. 

sourceforge. net), and analyzed by Pearson correlation 

with psychological assessment data. P < 0.05 was con-

sidered statistically significant.  

 

Research background: The published data on the alterations 

in brain structures in patients with post-traumatic stress disorder 

over the course of the disease remain contradictory. 

Research frontiers: There is no description of the 

post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms with respect to brain 

imaging of post-traumatic stress disorder patients. Under-

standing the brain area that is responsible for the improvement 

of post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms will guide the 

prognosis of patients. 

Clinical significance: Voxel-based morphometry can be used 

to analyze brain structural characteristics of post-traumatic 

stress disorder patients over different periods. We explored the 

correlation between brain structure and post-traumatic stress 

disorder pathogenesis to examine the pathophysiological me-

chanism underlying post-traumatic stress disorder. 

Academic terminology: Voxel-based morphometry, a mea-

surement method for brain morphometry in neuropsychiatric 

diseases, can normalize brain MRI gradient echo T1-weighted 

images to an identical three-dimensional space, obtain brain 

structure images with high resolution, high definition and high 

gray matter-white matter contrast, and measure gray matter, 

white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid with the voxel as the basic 

unit. Additionally, each voxel in the structural image is compared 

to determine the difference between gray matter, white matter, 

and cerebrospinal fluid. 

Peer review: The changes in the morphology of brain areas 

associated with post-traumatic stress disorder were investi-

gated using the voxel-based morphometry method. This is 

the first morphological analysis of post-traumatic stress  

disorder.   
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